ENTERTAINMENT

al Fresco

April 2018 – High Point, NC – Bespoke furniture manufacturer Jonathan Charles seeks the
comfort of sunshine and summer breeze in their new outdoor collection. Comprised of
lounge seating and tables, the collection incorporates mixed materials – rattan, painted
stone, wrought iron, marble, brass – for a sleek and
eclectic look. Along with specifically treated wood
weathered in Jonathan Charles’ signature “Langkawi
Gray” finish and Sunbrella® fabrics, the details and
individual design elements impart casual elegance
versatile for any outdoor space.

It’s all in the detail...

Circle Back Grey & Iron Dining Armchair
24.25” W x 23.25” D x 38” H
Minimalism defines the Circle Back Grey & Iron
Dining Armchair, where its stiletto-thin wrought iron
frame complements the weathered “Langkawi
Gray” slatted seat back and armrests. An
upholstered cushion completes the design.

Rectangular Brass Console Table
38.5” W x 17.75” D x 33.5”
The Rectangular Brass Console Table combines
antique brass and cool grey marble to create a
striking look. The rich veins on the marble surface
lend a freeform contrast against the geometric
grid on the brass support frame.

Grey Chaise Lounge on Wheels
78.75” W x 29.5” D x 16” H
The Grey Chaise Lounge on Wheels is cleverly
designed with a retractable tray with built-in drink
holders to hold your stemmed glasses without
the fear of spillage. Shown in “Langkawi Grey
Weather” finish, the chaise lounge also features an
upholstered cushion.
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It’s all in the detail...

Horn Shaped Faux Marble End Table
14” diameter x 26” H
Using a printed marble technique, the Horn
Shaped Faux Marble Table is a sculptural work
of art. The predominant feature is the table’s
base fashioned into a horn with supports on the
opposite end for balance. A brass cap on the
bottom of the horn and a grooved handle under
the tabletop are small but essential details that
enhance the product’s practicality.

Grey & Rattan Lounge Chair
26.5” W x 32.5” D x 30” H
The Grey & Rattan Lounge Chair incorporates
classic outdoor design elements – rattan,
weathered wood, upholstery – to create sleek and
simplified lounge seating. A brass handle connects
to the back cushion and weighs it down slightly,
allowing the placement to be easily adjusted.

Round Geometric Faux Marble Wine Table
17.75” diameter x 26” H
The Round Geometric Faux Marble Wine Table
combines equal parts whimsy and function for
an eye-catching design, which is finished using a
printed marble technique.
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It’s all in the detail...

Rectangular Grey Chess Coffee Table
60” W x 42” D x 18” H
Extend game night to the backyard with the
Rectangular Grey Chess Coffee Table, whose
traditional Tuscan-influenced silhouette is finished
in a weathered “Langkawi Grey” treatment for
a casual look. Inlaid with a checkerboard, the
coffee table even comes with hand carved chess
pieces in dueling colors.

Rattan Latt Bench
68” W x 25” D x 36” H
The Rattan Latt Bench features “Langkawi Grey”
finished rattan wrapped around a stainless steel
frame. The sleek design is paired with upholstered
seat cushions and accent pillows.

Circular Ying & Yang Faux Marble Drinks Table
17.75” diameter x 22” H
White and black come together on the Circular
Ying & Yang Faux Marble Drinks Table in a yin-yang
formation, complete with the ability for the two
pieces to nestle within each other. Created using
two types of painted stone resembling marble, the
drinks table can be separated to flank a sofa.
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